
Fly Virtual 

EXTREME AIRPORTS 

TOUR 

Parts 1 & 2 

 
Notice!! Read and understand the entire flyer BEFORE 

starting this tour. 

 

Introduction 



This tour has been designed with our more experienced pilots in mind.  It 

is meant to challenge piloting skills and, in some cases, will require 

payware scenery.  In all others, payware or high quality freeware will be 

required to fully enjoy this tour.  The tour comes in 2 20-leg parts and 

will be open to fly for at least the next 2 years.  That gives pilots time to 

budget payware and really study each airport, its approaches/departures 

and learn what is extreme for the location.  There will be a few 

intermediate stops at airports that are not listed as extreme in order to 

connect the tour together. 

NOTE:  Many of the very best pilots in this VA have had to make several 

attempts to master just one of these approaches. 

The tour is meant to be a challenge.  DO NOT file any PIREP that has a 

landing rate higher than -600!  If you have a landing rate (or bounce) over 

the -600 limit cancel the flight in SmartCars and do the flight again.  

If you file a PIREP on a tour leg that is outside the landing limit it, along 

with all other tour legs completed, will be deleted from the system. 

Several of the extreme airports are easy as cake on a clear day.  

However, clear days are rare and that makes for the challenge.  Others 

are a challenge on even the best days and out of those some require very 

specific training to fly in the real world.  It is strongly suggested that you 

set your weather engine to simulate minimums or use a historical date 

when conditions are at their poorest.  

Also be mindful that the approach to an airport is not the only thing that 

makes it extreme.  You will find departing SBJR and VQPR in an Airbus 

very challenging. 

Having a Twin Otter in your hangar is very useful for this tour.  We do get 

a 20% discount on the Aerosoft Twin Otter! 

Airports and Scenery 

For most, if not all, you can Google or search YouTube and find good 

information on each airport and also why it is extreme or dangerous. The 

full route for each part can be found in the links below as well as on the 

tour page.   



Click here for the SkyVector route for part 1 

Click here for the SkyVector route for part 2 

Below is the list of extreme airports.  This list does not include the 

intermediate stop airports.  This list is made from various sources 

including a few that were added by member suggestions. On the list of 

airports, you will find some restriction as to what aircraft types may be 

used and, in some cases, what runway the tour will require you to use.  

The aircraft listed in the schedule is the aircraft that is or was used for 

regular services into the arrival airport. It also includes weather 

information if it is weather that makes the airport extreme.  You should 

set your weather engine up to give you those conditions.  The list also 

includes links to scenery. 

Airport 
Scenery Link 

FSX/P3D XP 
Landing 
Runway 

Aircraft for Landing at 
This Airport Weather 

SBSP Link Link Any A320/B738 Category Overcast with moderate rain 

SBRJ Link Link Any A320/B738 Category   

MHTG Link Link 2 A319 or larger   

TNCM Link Link Any Any Heavy   

TNCS*** Comes with TNCM Link Any DHC6/C208 or equal   

TFFJ Comes with TNCM Link 10 DHC6/C208 or equal   

KEGE Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger Snowing 

KASE Link Link Any CRJ7 or larger Snowing 

KTEX Link Link Any CL30/CRJ1 or larger Snowing 

CYTZ Link Link Any DH8D or larger   

EGPR Link Link Beach* DHC6/C208 or equal   

ENSB Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger Low Ceiling with snow 

EGLC Link Link Any A318/B736 or larger   

LOWI Link Link Any A318/B736 or larger   

LFLJ Link Link Any DHC6/C208 or equal   

LGSK Link Link Any A321/B739/B752 or larger   

LESO Link Link Any A318/B736 or larger Low Ceiling with rain 

LESU Link Link Any CL30/CRJ1 or larger   

LXGB Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger   

LPMA Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger Crosswind 

GCLA Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger Crosswind 

VNKT Link Link Any DHC6/C208 or equal   

https://skyvector.com/?ll=-22.82074473847533,-43.24218749146617&chart=301&zoom=19&fpl=%20SBGL%20SBSP%20SBRJ%20SKBO%20MHTG%20TNCM%20TNCS%20TFFJ%20TNCM%20KDFW%20KEGE%20KDEN%20KASE%20KTEX%20KMDW%20CYTZ%20CYHZ%20EGPF%20EGPR%20EGPF%20ENSB
https://skyvector.com/?ll=-44.66552747706958,167.90625002185888&chart=301&zoom=19&fpl=%20ENSB%20EGLC%20LOWI%20LFLJ%20LOWS%20LGSK%20LESO%20LESU%20LXGB%20LPMA%20GCLA%20LIRF%20LTBA%20VNKT%20VNLK%20VNKT%20VQPR%20VTBS%20NZAA%20NZQN%20NZMF
https://secure.simmarket.com/tropicalsim-so-paulo-congonhas-x-generation-(en_2743).phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/25481-sbsp-congonhas-international-airport-brazil-rubensgons-in-memorian-vers%C3%A3o-x-plane-by-richard/
https://secure.simmarket.com/tropicalsim-rio-de-janeiro-santos-dumont-sbrj-2018-fsx-p3d.phtml
http://store.x-plane.org/SBRJ-Rio--Santos-Dumont_p_462.html
https://secure.simmarket.com/taxi2gate-toncontin-mhtg-fsx.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/35385-mhtg-toncontin/
https://secure.simmarket.com/flytampa-maarten-complete.phtml
http://store.x-plane.org/TNCM--Princess-of-the-Caribbean--Part-1-SXM_p_796.html
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/35624-tncs-saba-dutch-caribbean/
http://store.x-plane.org/TFFJ--St-Barts_p_674.html
https://orbxdirect.com/product/kege
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/45052-kege-eagle-county-regional-vail-co/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/flight-simulator-x-steam/sceneries/1454/aspen-extended
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/xplane-11/sceneries/2356/aspen-xp?number=AS14344
https://orbxdirect.com/product/ktex
http://store.x-plane.org/Telluride-Regional-Airport-UHD_p_773.html
https://secure.simmarket.com/fsimstudios-billy-bishop-toronto-city-airport-cytz-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://gateway.x-plane.com/scenery/page/CYTZ
https://secure.simmarket.com/fsoftware-barra-island_egpr-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/23859-egpr-barra-scotland/
https://secure.simmarket.com/aerosoft-svalbard-longyear-fsx-p3d-(download).phtml
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/xplane-11/sceneries/2277/svalbard4xplane?number=AS14269
https://secure.simmarket.com/uk2000-scenery-london-city-xtreme-eglc.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/16007-eglc-canary-wharf/
https://orbxdirect.com/product/lowi
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/22072-lowi-innsbruck-kranebitten/
http://www.llhinfo.com/llh5_en.html
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/24720-lflj-courchevel/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/prepar3d/sceneries/2239/skiathos-v1.5-p3d?number=AS14249
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/34794-lgsk-skiathos-remastered/
http://simzaleak.wixsite.com/simzaleak/hondarribia
http://simzaleak.wixsite.com/simzaleak/hondarribia
https://orbxdirect.com/product/ftx-global-eu-pack
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/17734-lesu-pyrenees-la-seu-durgell-airport-modified-mesh/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/prepar3d/sceneries/2375/welcome-to-kolyma?c=404
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/19921-lxgb-gibraltar-international-airport/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/flight-simulator-x-steam/sceneries/1519/madeira-x-evolution?number=AS13854
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/forums/topic/122812-any-good-lpma-scenery-for-xp11/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/prepar3d/sceneries/2173/canary-islands-professional-la-palma?c=404
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/24458-la-palma-airport-gcla-18/
https://secure.simmarket.com/thai-creation-namaste-nepal-tribhuvan-intl-airport-fsx.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/forums/topic/38900-vnkt-kathmandu-nepal-scenery/


VNLK Link Link Any DHC6/C208 or equal   

VQPR Link Link Any A319/B737 or larger   

NZQN Link Link 5 A319/B737 or larger   

NZMF Link Link Any DHC6/C208 or equal   

 

*** TNCS may be listed in your sim as SABA 

*EGRP is a sand beach landing and the RNAV approaches are for that 

beach.  Not the old abandoned airport that may be depicted in your sim.  

Addon scenery is a must for this airport just like all others. See image 

below: 

 

Additional Notes on Scenery 

The scenery listed in the table is not required as long as the scenery used 

will properly represent the airport, surrounding terrain and obstacles.  If 

you find freeware that will accomplish a real life like environment it can 

be used. 

Having Orbx FTX Global installed is almost a must for this tour.  Several 

airports may require it. Approaching VNLK and NZMF your scenery should 

look like the images below: 

https://secure.simmarket.com/aerosoft-online-lukla-x-mount-everest.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/24733-nepal-lukla-everest-vnlk-v1035/
https://www.aerosoft.com/us/flight-simulation/flight-simulator-x-steam/sceneries/1287/fsdg-paro-x?number=AS13601
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/27589-vqpr-paro-intl-airport-bhutan/
https://orbxdirect.com/product/nzqn
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/45253-nzqn-queenstown-%E2%80%93-nz-stories-06/
https://orbxdirect.com/product/nzmf
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/37222-nzmf-milford-sound-by-hapet/


 

 

Those are just two, but all should be that good or better. If your scenery 

does not meet that level of fidelity it does not meet the requirement for 



this tour!  Intermediate stops – not listed in the table above - only require 

default scenery, but several have very nice addon scenery available. 

Sign Up & Flying  

Make sure to sign in and click on the tour button. Find the tour, click 

details and then sign up to register. (Your name should appear in the 

participants list below) Make sure you fly the correct flight Numbers. You 

can use the new links on the tour details page to automatically add the 

flights to your schedules list by clicking "Add to Bid" on the right side of 

the screen. The flights will show up in SmartCars in your Flights Page 

Automatically – Click the refresh button on the SmartCars Flights if 

already open. See below. 



 

Use the same signup and bidding for part 2 of the tour. 

Good Luck! 
 


